
Can you afford to not know where weather will go??   
WeatherAction on Line forecast Shop  http://bit.ly/dNhlNo 
•••• UK+Ireland   •••• Euromaps   •••• USA (Extremes &c) maps  
•••• Tropical Storms •••• Extremes world quakes + tornadoes  

BUT newspapers 

quote charlatans! 
The Express http://bit.ly/r44niv maybe didn’t know 
that I predicted the deluges months ahead “but 
it’s still annoying”, said Piers, “that they quote 
Jonathan Powell of opinion-based Positive 
Weather Solutions as FOREcasting them, and 
a whole lot more”.  

Is this the same Jonathan Powell of PWS who 
predicted on 22 March in THE RIVAL 
newspaper that Britain was this year likely to 
have it’s ‘hottest ever’ summer http://bit.ly/bgpiD5? 
Express, next time someone ‘deserts’ THE 
RIVAL paper perhaps ask them why? 

WeatherActionNews2011No17 www.weatheraction.com +442079399946 Piers_Corbyn also twitpic of 07-09-11 
 

 
Extracts from Piers Corbyn’s headline forecast issu ed Feb 2011 

 

  
 
 
 

 
  The ‘30day’ Sept forecast issued 31 Aug which had same content as ‘45d’ fc issued mid Aug 

Storms hitting 

Britain forecast 

7months ahead 

by WeatherAction  
The storms and deluges hitting Britain and Ireland around 7-10 Sept 
were predicted by Piers Corbyn of WeatherAction 7 months ahead.  
He also predicted the formation timing and track of Hurricane Irene in USA, 
the remnants of which are part of these gales and thunderfloods, in detail 
85 days ahead, http://bit.ly/puvNX3 . 

“We knew the timing of the solar-
driven hit for Britain before Irene 
formed. We also knew 12 weeks 
ahead pretty exactly what Irene was 
going to do to the USA. The solar 
events and effects came on time and 
dramatically but I hadn’t realized this 
coincides with Irene’s arrival here 
putting them all in the same act!  

Double whammy of Irene remnants and solar action. 

Irene crossing the Atlantic with perfect timing was like magic”, said Piers. 
“Britain & Ireland is getting a double 
whammy – of Irene remnants and 
the impact of 50million volt proton 
bursts on solar wind http://bit.ly/p3Ikdm . 
Of course it makes sense through 
our Solar-Lunar Action theory which 
enables these predictions. THIS 
holds that solar-magnetic-particle 
effects and Lunar modulations 
DRIVE the whole world’s weather 
and climate machine – like a 4 
dimensional cosmic jig-saw” 

Solving the solar-lunar-terrestrial cosmic jigsaw” 

“Finding bits which join up along with gigantic events on the sun also 
happening around 6/7th Sept is tremendous. Once pieces of a jig-saw start 
to join up the whole takes on new meaning. Our work is game-changing - a 
new paradigm in sun-earth relations, weather and climate is beginning.” 


